
 

 

We all know the importance of having a working smoke detector in our homes – whether you’ve 

taken the batteries out because it doesn’t like your cooking, or you took it off the wall to decorate ten 

years ago and never put it back up, we know, albeit guiltily, we should have one. After all, smoke 

often means fire, so why play a lethal game of chance with the lives of yourself and your families, and 

the home and possessions you’ve worked so hard for?  

Installing a smoke detector takes just minutes to do, and gives you the peace of mind that you’ll all be 

protected in the event of a fire. But what happens if your home or business is under threat, but there 

are no flames in sight? What if the building is being destroyed, possessions snatched and lives are in 

danger – but it all comes down to an intruder? 

If you can spare five minutes to install a smoke detector, you have the time to install FogOff 

Security’s new security alarm – aptly named ‘Inferno’. Weighing in at just 1.7kg, with a length of 

685mm, width of 106mm and depth of 540mm, this pint-sized product can be hidden anywhere in 

your premises in its own standalone circuit, or integrated into your current alarm system to tailor the 

product exactly to your own needs. You’d be forgiven for having low expectations given its small 

size, but Inferno is sure to impress – the sound bar emits a frequency between 2-5 kHz, the range that 

human ears find the most sensitive. With such an incessant, unbearable sound screaming out, you can 

be sure the intruders will be deterred, and anyone in the vicinity will be immediately alerted of the 

attack. Couple this alarm with one of FogOff’s fog cannons and a security camera and you can rest 

assured knowing your assets are safe – and with a three year Li-Ion battery in each sound bar, daily 

security worries will become a thing of the past. 

The unfortunate likelihood is that your home or business is more likely to be hit with a burglary than 

it is a fire. We are insistent that smoke detectors should be installed in every building – and rightly so 

– but many often forget that a locked door isn’t nearly enough to deter those with malicious intent. 

We at FogOff Security believe your livelihoods and loved ones deserve the same degree of protection 

from intruders as from fire, and want to help you feel safe on your own premises. So, next time you 

test your smoke alarm and wonder if it’s enough, why not consider whether Inferno could be the 

missing link in your security system? 

For more information about any of our products, telephone us on 0152750087, or send us an email at 

sales@fogoffsecurity.co.uk. 


